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Junction box UMJ45 8/8 surface mounting Cat.5e alpine
white - 2x RJ45 8(8) Data outlet Cat.5E whi...

Telegärtner
J00023A0176
4018359274153 EAN/GTIN

39,05 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

Junction box UMJ45 8/8 Ap Cat.5e alpine white J00023A0176 surface-mounted, duct installation, type of fastening screws, connector type 2x RJ45 8(8), with
sockets/couplings, suitable for number of sockets/couplings 2, category 5E, color white, connection type LSA, separate cable strain relief , mounting type shield connection
without, outlet direction sloping, degree of protection (IP) IP20, color coding, transmission properties: Cat.6A (ISO/IEC) according to ISO/IEC 11801, EN 50173-1, fully shielded,
360° shield contact and cable strain relief via two (one for Cat.5e) separate screw terminals for the outer cable sheath and shield, cable feed possible from all directions in 8x
45° steps, optional horizontal and vertical installation option in the wall duct thanks to variable cable entry, design with low installation depth, easy installation in the floor box
thanks to lateral cable routing within the device cup, possibility of pluggable ground connection on all 4 corners, according to DIN 46342-1, 6.3 mm, Can be combined with
covers from various switch range manufacturers, controlled wire pre-sorting guarantees wire routing without risk of damage and good transmission properties, central plate with
hinged and captive, transparent labeling field, protective flaps secured, 1-way (8) and 2-way sockets (8/8, 2x8 (4)) Available, Contact overbending protection: 6- (RJ11/12) and
8-pin plugs (RJ45) can be used alternately in the sockets without additional installation work, unshielded, Stable, compact, ergonomic design, which is easy to hold during
installation 1-way (8) and 2-way sockets (8/8, 2x8(4)) available, independent AP design available, an AP supplementary set is not required, contact overbending protection: 6-
(RJ11/12) and 8-pin plugs (RJ45) can be used alternately in the sockets without additional installation work, cable strain relief using standard cable ties included in the scope of
delivery, UP: cable feed using central cable strain relief load from 8 directions in 45° steps, surface-mounted: cable feed from 4 directions in 90° steps, optional horizontal and
vertical installation option in the wall duct using four-hole support ring and freely selectable cable entry, 1-way (8) and 2-way sockets (8/ 8, 2x8(4)) available, design with low
installation depth (29 mm), easy installation in the floor box, can be combined with covers from various switch range manufacturers, controlled wire pre-sorting guarantees wire
routing without risk of damage and good transmission properties, protective flaps can be retrofitted, can be supplied with customer-specific integration on request , Central plate
with...
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